enGLisH-inDUCeD CHanGes To URBan CoLLoQUiaL
HinDi LeXiCon anD sTRUCTURe. MiXeD speeCH as a MoDe oF DisCoURse -83-7654-103-7, pp. 35-44. this article aims at describing some of the lexical and grammatical innovations observed in hindi as a result of english impact. we investigate some crucial aspects of english noun borrowing and further along discuss some other phenomena that occur in hindi due to the language contact, e.g. preposition transfer and hybridization. the data for this research consists of internet newspaper excerpts, samples from Indian film and radio speech. we try to show that english influence has far reaching effects on hindi lexicon and structure. the conclusion to be drawn from the present investigation is that the intense interaction between english and hindi may be the initial step towards the creation of an interlanguage located somewhere between the two languages in question.
tomasz Borowiak, Institute of linguistics, adam Mickiewicz university, al. niepodległości 4, this study explores some of the lexical and grammatical aspects of english impact observed in the middle-class colloquial variety of hindi. english and hindi as official languages of India have coexisted within the same linguistic area for decades. this kind of extensive language contact situation always causes some form of interaction to occur. a number of important observations as regards english influence on hindi have been already made in kAchru (e.g. 1978, 1986) , but also VerMA (1976) .
1 these pioneering works aiming to highlight diverse manifestations of hindi englishization, as the process of english impact on hindi came to be termed 2 , were meant, however, as preliminary lp liV (1) tomasz Borowiak attempts to illustrate certain aspects of the the process in question. Yet it is puzzling to note that very few studies have ever since dealt with the contact induced changes in a systematic way. Moreover, there are numerous innovations to be observed in the lexical and structural level of hindi, and especially in its urban incarnation, that are hitherto unattested in the literature. an inquiry into some of these novelties is the major subject of the present study.
3 the basic data for this research consists of language samples from Indian film and radio speech, along with internet newspaper excerpts. all three data sources supply vast amount of material for linguistic analysis. generally speaking, englishized hindi employed in the radio, film and newspaper may both reflect the variety spoken in northern India, or, at the same time may be creating this variety by setting trends for language choice and use, at least, in the urban, middle-class society. In any case, the newspaper and the movie language together with the all-pervasive radio language leave no (urban) speakers unaffected.
4 as a result, we have at hand a fair indicator of actual language patterns prevalent in northern India.
the first contact induced change in uCh to be addressed here refers to the declension patterns and the flectional system of hindi as far as english-origin nouns assigned to masculine gender are concerned. In general, such nouns fall into either of two declensional subtypes existent in the standard variety.
5 however, apart from borrowings that do not introduce any innovation, but inflect according to the grammar of the standard variety, there occur some nouns that have endings that are atypical in hindi. these novel nominal (vowel) endings (-e and -o) 
3 urban, colloquial hindi (hereafter uCh) is a term proposed here for the variety of hindi ordinarily employed by urban speakers, in which english influences are omnipresent.
4 BhATiA & riTchie (2005: 783) claim hindi films and the mass media in the twentieth century played a significant role in the spread of hindi/urdu. It is not unreasonable to think films and media at the same time promoted englishized hindi.
5 hindi nominal flexion normally distinguishes between non-oblique or direct and oblique cases in both singular and plural. the oblique forms of singular masculine are identical as direct plural forms and for the sake of convenience remain unmentioned when discussing the flexional paradigms. In the standard variety -e ending is restricted for singular oblique or plural direct cases of masculine gender only. thus nouns that terminate with -e in the singular direct case establish a precedent and a novelty in the flectional system of the Rl. as for -o termination, there are no nouns in hindi that assume such ending. For the time being we have too little data to elicit how the nouns listed out above are likely to inflect (i.e which of the the two possible variants of plural oblique case is to dominate over the other). the only examples recorded are given below. (5) to (7) demonstrate that visa belongs to declensional subtype I (vizā-vize-vizõ), but in (8) and (9) it inflects according to declensional subtype II (vīzā-vīzā-vīzāõ) .
It appears that these nouns follow both declensional subtypes and thus behave in a novel and unprecedented manner. the case with visa is particularly interesting since contrary to idea, where the declension may be simply claimed to be unstable as yet, it is a long established borrowing. Such nouns normally follow either of the two decensional subtypes.
another phenomenon in which the interplay of the two languages in question is to be observed are the derivational hybrids. kuczkiewicz-Fraś (2000: 113) claims that apart from perso-arabic hybrids, there are some other hybridized items created on the base of portugese and english, yet she argues their number to be much less than those of perso-arabic origin. In any case, hindi has clearly proven susceptible to hybridization with items of langauges that it came to co-exist with. english and hindi have not been in contact for such a long period as hindi and persian have, yet factually and contrary to kuczkiewicz-Fraś claim, english-hindi hybrids are quite frequent. Below are some of the derivational hybrids found in the corpus. In this study the only contrast we draw is that of hindi and english. needless to say, some 'hindi' items forming hybrids discussed here are actually of persian or other origin. take daftar as an example. according to shApiro (2003: 274) it is an old greek borrowing (having the sense of 'hide'/'animal skin') into persian, from which it was borrowed into arabic and hindi/urdu. It is when its sense shifted to file (a group of documents) and eventually to office (a place, where the files are stored). (jag 31/10/07) Furthermore, there is a fair number of borrowings that appear to involve lexis along with some other levels of language. novel grammatical patterns and alternations to uCh grammar are to be addressed below.
preposition insertion as the data shows, some english-origin nouns have been inserted into the uCh with the accompanying grammatical elements originally employed in the Dl. this process involves, for example, the transfer of the english preposition. as a result, uCh that is almost entirely a postpositional variety, seems to have been enriched, though still in a restricted manner, by some prepositions of english origin.
9 the following examples are illustrative. the above examples clearly demonstrate that in the utterances produced by uCh speakers english prepositions do already co-occur with hindi postpositions.
the insertion of prepositional phrase the incorporation of english prepositions into the uCh is not the only pattern observable in which the embedding of prepositions does take place. Quite often, though, the embedded prepositions occur in the prepositional phrases that do not get restructured as postpositional phrases. let us consider (13) and (14) In a number of instances nouns, verbs and adjectives are loaned with prepositions that they concur with in the Dl. these prepositions are recreated in typical for Rl postpositions. Compare the following.
focus on X → X par fokas karnā do experiments with X → X ke sāth eksparimeṇṭs karnā involve in x → X mẽ invālv honā/karnā research on X → X par risarc karnā react to X → X ke prati riekt karnā be bored with X → X se bor honā depend on x → x par ḍipeṇḍ karnā lp liV (1) tomasz Borowiak co-operate with x → x ke sāth ko-opreṭ karnā be addicted to X → X ke prati aiḍikṭ honā be busy with x → X ke sāth bizī honā invest in x → X mẽ invesṭ karnā deal with X → X se ḍīl karnā qualify for x → X ke lie kvālifāī karnā It often happens however that both native and foreign constructions are syntactically parallel, i.e. make use of identical pattern of n+prep./postpos. then usually a hindi noun is substituted for its english equivalent and thus a mixed expression originates with pattern that is only seemingly of english origin. Still, the items are combined according to syntactical rules of the Rl and no novelty is introduced. the following are fine examples.
hindi expression
Mixed expression english expression x par hamlā karnā → X par aṭaik karnā ← (an attack on x) x par dhyān denā → X par kānsaṇṭreṭ karnā ← (concentrate on x) sampark mẽ rahnā → ṭac mẽ rahnā ← (stay in touch) tanāv mẽ honā → ṭenshan mẽ honā ← (be in tension)
other innovations observed in uCh involve:
• mixed conjunct verbs - the formation of analytic verb constructions which have counterparts in Sh only in simple verbs (e.g. touch karnā vs chūnā, taste karnā vs cakhnā, sell karnā, vs becnā); large number of MCVs.
• the formation of conjunct verbs that deviate from Sh linguistic convention, i.e. other components than standard nominal and adjectival → verbal, polycategorial, etc. Such differentiation of patterns in MCVs leads to reanalysis in verb formation system (e.g. dative or Ø, but no genitive postpoistions in verbal conjuncts).
• pluralization of some nouns (mainly established borrowings) either with native or borrowed means.
• introduction of nouns having both count and non-count characteristics.
• irregularities in plural forming patterns and another diversification of pluralization (either irregular plural transfer from the Dl or the addition of the standard -õ suffix to insertions singular in number).
• a novel pattern of comparision of adjectives - introduction of english analytic and synthetic formations (in the standard variety, native synthetic is rather obsolete, whereas analytic is more common).
• borrowing of irregular comparison of adjectives and adverbs -gradation realized lexically.
• two (native and loaned) patterns of producing participles.
• phrasal nouns (n+participle structures functioning as nominals, sporadically inflected according to standard patterns).
• novel postposition usages with indigenous simple and conjunct verbs as a result of semantic extensions → new patterns create new meanings or shades of meanings in indigenous lexemes.
• word combinations calqued from the Dl.
• hybrid formations involving replacement of at least one item with a loaned counterpart (hybrid collocations).
as shown above, basically no typologically disruptive innovations have been observed as yet. But from the foregoing evidence it seems clear that englishization has irreversibly changed uCh in a number of ways and while being a vigorous process, it will definetely produce some other unpredictable contact phenomena in the mixed variety within the years to come.
generally speaking, this study has shown that borrowed items being modified in various ways 'are adapted into the existing patterns ' (poplAck et al. 1988: 62 ) (e.g. borrowed nouns are assigned to gender and inflected for number), which supports the previous studies on language contact phenomena. Research findings also confirm that borrowing not only may induce modifications to the syntactic and semantic properties of the foreign lexemes but also trigger alternations to the semantic and syntactic properties of some indigenous items. again, although lexical items are clearly the most readily borrowable elements, lexical borrowing leads to structural changes as well. the overall conclusion to be drawn from the present investigation is that the intense interaction between english and hindi that has been taking place in northern India results in a substantial differentiation between the (literary) standard and the mixed varieties of hindi and is the initial step towards the creation of an interlanguage located somewhere between the two languages in question. the hybridized structure of a number of items in uCh and the stable and long-lived co-existence of english lexical items and hindi grammatical morphemes may suggest that the shift to somewhat mixed variety is a process that has already begun. ThoMAson (1997: 80) has defined such interlanguage (she uses the term bilingual mixed language) as a variety created in a two language contact situation involving widespread bilingualism.
what is important in the ongoing process of hindi englishization is the positive attitudes that exist among speakers with regard to mixed variety, the most common in urban context. as kAchru's (1978) study shows, speakers see such code-mixing as a useful strategy, a competence, or even a good skill in communicating effectively, 'a legitimate style of informal talk' as put by GuMperZ (1982: 62) . englishized, which means prestigious variety, is thus widely accepted as an adequate style of communication for an educated urban speaker. 10 pAndiT (1986: 17) gives an example of a hindi speaker who is not in favor of code-mixing english and hindi in his family: 'mai ̴ to pure hindī bolnā like kartī hū ̴ . Mix karne kā to quesTion hī nahi ̴ uṭhtā. apnī dAuGhTer aur sons ko bhī pure hindī bolne ko encourAGe kartī hū ̴ . (I like to speak pure hindi. the question of mixing hindi and english does not arise. I also encourage my daughter and sons to speak pure hindi.) (transcription standardized) here a number of english-origin lexemes are used despite the declaration not to do so.
